Image 4

Image 5

Title: Brave

This picture represents:

Stand up for what you believe in

I chose yellow because staffs are yellow
Uncle in Jail

This picture represents:

Green, brown, black! My picture is about my uncle in jail and he broke out of his cage and has a key for his car, so he can hide.

**ILLUMINATED LETTERS: POEMS AND IMAGERY**

**OBJECTIVE:** To use the imagery from a poem to illuminate the first letter of that poem.

**REQUIREMENTS:**

1. Choose a poem that uses imagery
   
   **Poem Title:** Dream
   
   **Author:** Langston Hughes

2. Identify the imagery used in the writing (minimum of 2)

3. In the space provided for each example, draw a visual image that represents each one.
written imagery

life is a broken-winged bird.

Life is a barren field

visual imagery

People within each other is a broken di

Just because I went to school you can't have no job.
Dreams
by Langston Hughes

Hold fast to dreams
Life is a broken-winged bird
That cannot fly.
Hold fast to dreams
For when dreams go
Life is a barren field
Frozen with snow.
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For if dreams die
Image 9

Title: A special journey
By: [Name]

This picture represents:
The sailboat represents the journeys that I have to take to get through school.

The flag represents the Pledge of Allegiance that we use during the

American national anthem.

Image 10

Title: My future
By: [Name]

This picture represents:
It means keep going forward.

The meanings are:
- Blue means water
- Purple means high
- Green means shelter
- The arrow means never give up.

Image 11

Title: The watching eye
By: [Name]

This picture represents:
Look for danger while your looking for freedom because it's scary when you're looking for freedom.

Green means staying, brown means watch
and yellow means happy.